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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：Decorative Tile Natural Stone Mosaic Wavy Waterjet Backsplash

Short Description: We are always keeping the market

trend to clients ’ needs. This decorative tile is our new

pattern as fresh wavy shapes combined, which also look

like flying wings, and it shows multiple applications of

waterjet marble.

Model No.: WPM418

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Carrara White Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

The water jet cutting technology in China stone factories is more and more mature nowadays.

As long as you want any designs or patterns, the machines will come out of what you want

according to your card sheet. This mosaic decorative tile pattern is made by our designer

based on the inspiration of a Chinese painting. The waterjet marble is selected from the

Carrara White Marble tile, and each piece of the chip is wavy type, while the whole small
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single part also looks like a flying wing. And the entire picture will become more vivid on the

wall.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Decorative Tile Natural Stone Mosaic Wavy Waterjet Backsplash

Model No.: WPM418

Pattern: Waterjet Arabesque

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Carrara White Marble

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM418

Color: White & Grey

Shape: Thin Waves

Model No.: WPM064

Color: White

Shape: Thick Waves

Product Application

This Decorative Tile Natural Stone Mosaic Wavy Waterjet Backsplash has thin wavy patterns and elegant

Carrara White waterjet marble, it is suitable for a small mosaic tile backsplash on a small or medium wall

area, such as in a washroom, kitchen, or dining room. Applications like mosaic tiles behind sink, tile

mosaic behind stove, and marble mosaic kitchen backsplash will gain good effectiveness as decorative

mosaic tiles.



Because each chip is small and long, the installers will have more sealing work after installing all the tiles

on the wall. We suggest sealing for one time every year. If possible, ask for a professional tiling

company to evaluate the re-sealing necessity in advance.

FAQ

Q: What area is the waterjet marble mosaic used on?

A: Waterjet marble mosaic is normally used on the wall and backsplash decoration of the kitchen,

bedroom, and living room.

Q: Why I choose the marble mosaic tile than ceramic mosaic tile?

A: 1. Marble is 100% natural material, it will increase your property value.

2. Natural stone mosaic tile never goes out of fasion by time.

3. Natural stone mosaic is not printed and no repeat patterns, no artificial elements."

Q: Can I make the unit price by per piece?

A: Yes, we can offer you a unit price by per piece, and our normal price is by per square meter or square

feet.

Q: Where is your company? Can I visit there?

A: Our company is in Xianglu International Exhibition Hall, which is near Xianglu Grand Hotel. You will

find our office easily as you ask the taxi driver. We warmly welcome you to visit us, and please call us in

advance: +86-158 6073 6068, +86-0592-3564300


